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Use and People's Perceptions of Waterfront Walkways. Three Case Studies
in Wisconsin: Manitowoc, Sheboygan, and Milwaukee.

Oscar Herrera

Wisconsin Coastal Management Program

Introduction

The WisconsinCoastal Management Program (WCMP) first received
fundsearmarked for waterfront redevelopment projects in FY 1986. Since that
year, on average, over 50% of the total monies available for coastal grants
havebeen allocatedfor construction projects.Examplesof eligibleprojects for
construction grants are: improvements to waterfront parks; construction of
waterfront walkways; boat ramp construction and rehabilitation; and other
low-cost construction projects which provide public access to the waterfront.

Many of these grants have been allocated for developing walkways
along the waterfront, which local communities feel are essential elements for
waterfront development efforts. There has been some concern about the
extent of use and the importanceof walkways along the waterfront which are
funded by the WCMP. Questions have been raised whether this is the best
allocation of WCMPgrants, or whether these funds mightbetter be spent on
other types of projects.

This study examined the extent of use and people's perceptions of
three waterfront walkways built in Wisconsin with WCMP funding. Three
sites were chosen for the research: Milwaukee; Sheboygan; and Manitowoc.
The WCMP has allocated grants for construction of waterfront walkways at
these three sites.

Methodology

Several research methods wereconsidered for thisstudy. The multiple
case study method was felt most appropriate to analyze this problem. The
multiple case study is a variation of the case study method. The case study
method refers to the investigation of a particular unit. The case method
employs as a unit of analysis a situation, an individual, or in our case, a
walkway in a community.The analysis specifically refers to the series of events
studied at the units of analysis at that particular time, in this case from July
to September.

Interviews and structured observation provedto be reliable and useful
techniques for gathering the data used in this study. The interviews for this
research were conducted by a University of Wisconsin student who, in a
face-to-face meeting, was able to encourage subjects and to probe more
deeply into an issue. By asking leading questions, through a guided
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conversation, structuredinterviewing led to obtaining the informationand data
needed for this study.

Both walkwayusers and local merchantswere interviewed. The main
issuesdiscussed with the usersof the walkways during the guidedconversation
were: origin of the interviewees (residence); main reason for being at the
location; how often the interviewee visited the site ( # times per year); plans
for their stay in the area; interviewee's awareness and opinion of the
waterfront (especially of the walkway); perceptions of the walkway; havingthe
walkway versus not having it, etc.

The main issues discussed during the guided conversation with the
local merchants were: awareness of the waterfront; opinion of the walkways;
how merchants felt the waterfront affected their business, etc Similar to the
interviews with the users of the walkway, interviewswith the merchants were
done on a random basis.

Observation is a tool that is complementary to interviewing, and very
helpful in our case to determine the amount of use the walkways receive.
Structured observation was used to obtain information about use of the
facilities. The structured observation took account of those people using the
facilities for any purpose. For example, recorded observations included the
use of the walkways for walking, biking, jogging, watching boats, reading,
taking pictures, skateboarding, etc.

Interviews and observation took place at the three locations
(Sheboygan, Manitowoc, and Milwaukee). Interviews of walkway users and
counts of the users took place at different segments of the walkways at
different dates and different times. Interviews with the merchants were done
with the businesses of the area. The interviews made by the field researcher
were done on a random basis.

Results and Analysis of Data

Manitowoc

The waterfront walkway in Manitowoc is about 1.3 miles long. It
starts at the busiest area of the waterfront, the Maritime Museum. The
walkway runs along the waterfront of a recently-built hotel, the waterfront of
the YMCA, through a small beach, along Manitowoc's marina, along Highway
42 through a park into a nature area, and ends at a main avenue almost
perpendicular to Highway 42.

For the study, the walkway was divided into four segments.

Segment Number 1 (Museum Section)
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This first segment includes the portion from the Maritime Museum
to the waterfront section of the Inn on Maritime Bay Hotel. The Museum
Section is approximately 1,400 feet in length.

Segment Number 2 (Marina Section)

This section includes the portion of thewalkway from theYMCA to
the end of the marina. This segment crosses a small beach near the YMCA
and is approximately 2,300 feet in length.

Segment Number 3 (Shelter Section)

This section runs from the end of the marina to where the walkway
crosses Highway 42, alength ofabout 2,200 feet. This portion ofthe walkway
goes through awaterfront park which has ashelter, picnic amenities, a large
parking lot, etc. Directly across from the picnic area is a breakwater which
projects into Lake Michigan; thejetty isa major attraction of the area.

Segment Number 4 (Nature Section)

This portion of the segment starts on the west side of Highway 42.
The walkway then goes by apicnic shelter and through anature area, ending
where the it meets Waldo Boulevard. This section is about 1,050 feet in
length.

To obtain a better picture of how much use the walkway in
Manitowoc receives, four site visits were scheduled. Onesitevisit included the
4th ofJuly weekend. The other three visits were randomly dispersed during
thesummer, with an attempt to sample every day of theweek.

Observation ofthe use ofthe walkways was performed randomly and
took place at all sections ofthe walkway at different times ofday. Each count
was recorded during a two-hour time period.

1) People's perceptions of the waterfront redevelopment.

* Visitors and residents alike stated that the waterfront
redevelopment efforts arc an asset to the community.

*Visitors arc extremely impressed with thewaterfront facilities in the
community; they felt that these are major attractions and a reason for their
continuing visits to Manitowoc.

* Long-time residents of the city expressed a special interest in the
waterfront development. They have witnessed the transformation of the
waterfront from an old, semi-abandoned commercial/industrial site, to the
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focal point in the community for tourists.

* Other residents of the community supported expansion of the
waterfront redevelopment efforts to other areas of the city.

• Merchants of the area feel that the waterfront redevelopment
efforts are an attraction for the community which may bring additional
potential shoppers to the city.

2) Use of the Manitowoc waterfront walkway.

Not all sections of the walk received the same use. Different
attractions enticed people to a particular site. The area farthest from the
major attractions of the community (the Nature Segment) was the least-used
segment. In contrast, the most heavilyused areasof the walk were where the
tourist attractions were and at the lakefront park. This park was especially
attractive because of the old breakwater located there, which people seem to
particularly enjoy.

To give some idea of the use the walkway sections received during
our entire research, we provide below information on the total number of
people counted at each section and the length of the observation period.

Shelter section: 1,373 people in 16hours of observation.
Museum section: 750 people in 12 hours of observation.
Marina section: 534 people in 16hours of observation.
Nature section: 111 people in 14 hours of observation.

Sheboygan

Sheboygan's waterfront walkway isabout 2500 feet long. The walkway
runs along the Sheboygan River. It starts at the east sideof Eighth Street and
terminates at a shelter at the endof the waterfront park (Rotary Park). The
walkway runs along the newly-remodeled waterfront shops, along where the
charter and commercial fishing boats are berthed, along the Four Torches
restaurant, and along a waterfront park.

During the field research, one portion of the walkway wasstillunder
construction. This portion is about 550 feet long, andgoes from the west end
of the newly-remodeled shops to where the walkway meets Eighth Street.

For our study, we divided Sheboygan's walkway into three segments.

Segment Number 1 (Shops Section)

This section of the walk is about 700 feet long, running from where
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the new walkway section was constructed in summer 1990 (the end of the
shops to the west) to the end of where the charter sportfishing boats are
berthed.

Segment Number 2 (Commercial Fishing Section)

This section is a stretch of about 600 feet which goes from two
commercial fishing shops to the Four Torches restaurant. This sectionof the
walk includes the area where the commercial fishing boats are berthed.

Segment Number 3 (Park Section)

This portion of the walkway runs from the Four Torches restaurant
to the end of the waterfront park. This stretch of the walkway isabout 600
feet long; it runs all along Rotary Park and ends at ashelter overlooking the
water.

Three site visits were scheduled to Sheboygan, one on a regular
weekend, one on two normal weekdays, with the last site visit scheduled for
Labor Day weekend. Observation at all segments of the walkway was done
randomly at different times ofthe day. Two-hour count periods were recorded
at any given time, trying to alternate the times of the day at each of the
walkwaysegments.

1) People's perceptions of the waterfront redevelopment.

* Sheboygan's waterfront walkway is confined to a relatively small
area. People feel that the walkway is amajor focal pomt for the community
and one of the most important tourist attractions of the city.

* Most residents feel that the improvements to the waterfront are
beneficial to the community because they are of high quality and attract
tourists to the area.

*Long-time residents stated that they were aware of thetremendous
transformation the waterfront has undergone, from an old shanty fishing area
to a major tourist attraction.

* Residents feel that the city needs to expand the improvements to
other areas of the waterfront which are unpleasant and appear to be
underutilized.

* People suggested that skateboards and bikes be kept offthe walk,
as they were dangerous, especially to the elderly.

* Merchants of the area, especially those involved in seasonal
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businesses, feel that the waterfront improvements are key in attracting visitors
to the area.

2) Use of the Sheboygan waterfront walkway.

It appears that the areas of the waterfront walkway in Sheboygan
which receive the most use are those which offer tourists things to seeand do.
These portions of the waterfront are at the shops and restaurant areas, which
is also where the charter boats and other fishing activities take place. The
least-used area of the walkway appears to be the segment farthest from the
major tourist attractions. These are the same conclusions we reached from
analysis of the Manitowoc data.

As with Manitowoc, in order to have an idea of the use each section
of the walkway received during our research, we have provided below
information on the total number of people counted at each section and the
length of the observation period.

CommercialFishing section: 2,260 people in 14hours of observation.
Shops section: 2,157 people in 12 hours of observation.
Park section: 1,100 people in 12 hours of observation.

Milwaukee

The City of Milwaukee has developed a comprehensive strategic
riverfront development plan. The main component of the plan is a walkway
along the Milwaukee River inthe downtown district, some segments of which
have been completed. This is a long- term effort that involves constructing
sections of the walkway at intervals, whenever funds become available.

The WCMP awarded the Cityof Milwaukee a grant for building an
important segment of the riverfront walkway. This segment is located on the
east bankof the Milwaukee River, from theWellsStreet bridge northpast the
new Milwaukee Repertory Theater facilities to connect with a similar
riverwalk that is part of the Milwaukee Center Development. The segment of
the walk analyzed is about 475 feet long.

Milwaukee differs from the other communities analyzed. Its
riverfront is in a downtown, urban setting, and may not represent as critical
a component of the waterfront redevelopment efforts as in the two other
communities, where the waterfront walkway was perhaps the major tourist
attraction for the community. Milwaukee's walk is intended to provide more
attractive waterfront access for the public, ratherthan to attract tourists to the
city.

To be consistent with our previous analysis, we divided Milwaukee's
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riverfront area into two segments.

Segment Number 1 (Repertory Theater Section)

The first sectionof the walkgoes from Wells Street to the end of the
back of the Repertory Theater. This section is about 215 feet in length.

Segment Number2 (Trammell Crow Section)

The second section of the walk goes from the end of the back of the
Repertory Theater along the Milwaukee Center to Kilbourn Avenue,a stretch
of about 260 feet.

We conducted three site visits to the City of Milwaukee, one on a
weekend and two on regular weekdays. Segments of the walkway were
observed randomly at different times of the day. With the exception of the
first site visit (where on one day we had a count lasting one hour), our
recordings were of two hours duration.

1) People's perceptions of the riverfront walkway.

* Milwaukee's riverfront walkway is still in the early stages of
development. People interviewed felt that the improvements made so far
enhance Milwaukee's downtown.

* People felt that the riverfront improvements should continue and
be expanded, since there are many areas along the riverfront that are still
unpleasant.

* In general, people were enthusiastic about the riverfront
improvements; however, they also stated that other amenities (such as green
areas, benches, etc.) along the riverfront were needed as part of the
waterfront redevelopment efforts.

* Many of thepeople were deeply concerned about thequality of the
water in the Milwaukee River. They felt that it was very important to have a
clean river to complement the waterfront improvements.

* In general, area merchants thought the riverfront improvements
were an asset to the community.

2) Use of the Milwaukee Riverfront Walkway.

The data gathered shows aclear distinction of day and time when the
riverfront walkway receives the most use. In general, we found that the
walkway receives its heaviest use during lunch time on regular weekdays. At
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other times (for example, the evening) and on other days (the weekends), we
noticed a definite decline in walkway usage.

As with Manitowoc and Sheboygan, in order to have an idea of the
use each section of the walkway received during our research, we provide
below information on the total number of people counted at each section and
the total hours of observation.

Repertory Theater section: 452 people in 11 hours of observation.
Trammcll Crow section: 292 people in 9 hours of observation.

Conclusions

Waterfront Walkways Use

The three waterfront walkways analyzed in this research have major
differences from one another. Manitowoc's and Sheboygan's walkways are a
focal point for the community and an important element in their waterfront
redevelopment efforts, but they differ in length. Length makes a big
difference in the amount of use a walkway receives. Sheboygan's walkway is
shorter than Manitowoc's; therefore more concentration of people occurs.
Also, most ofSheboygan's major waterfront attractionsare concentrated along
the waterfront walkway, while this is not the case in Manitowoc.

Milwaukee's riverfront is a different situation. Milwaukee is a large
city and the riverfront is just an additional attraction to the community. The
riverfront is also in the early stages of development and may eventually
become a major attraction for the community. However, at this time, it
represents an additional feature for Milwaukee's downtown.

These differences notwithstanding, it is possible to draw some
conclusions from our observations. In all of the communities, the waterfront
walkway facilities are extensivelyused. The main difference in use depends on
the location of a particular segment of the walkway. Certain segments of the
walkway arc more heavily used depending on the attractions in this area. In
general, the more attractions provided, the more use receivedby a particular
segment. The segments furthest from the major attractions, received the least
use.

Significance of the Walkways

The waterfront improvements, specifically the waterfrontwalkways in
all of the communities, arc highly appreciated by the users of the facilities.
Most people interviewed showed much interest in the waterfront
redevelopment efforts of the communities. People in general are supportive
of walkway development.Peopleusingthe waterfront walkways and merchants
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ofthe area thought that the waterfront improvements are indeed an important
asset for the community.

Communities are experiencing an economic revitalization due, in part,
tothe waterfront improvements, which in turn encourages people tovisit the
community. Many of those interviewed had read or heard of the waterfront
unprovements. People feel that all the improvements to the waterfront
enhance the communities' attraction.
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Breakwaters for Erosion Control, Waste Management, and Wave Energy

M. E. Ioras

Consulting Industrial Engineer

Abstract

This paper describes a low-cost construction system that can build
fixed or floating concrete breakwaters anywhere in the world with portable
equipment operated by local, unskilled labor. The breakwater consists of
large concrete caissons, tanks, or rectangular boxes lined with impermeable,
corrosion-resistant laminated ferrocement that can serve as repositories for
dredge spoils or toxic waste. The tanks or caissons may have any diameter,
height, or wall thickness and can be slip-formed downward to any depth
without the use of heavy equipment or complicated forms.

The seaward face of the breakwater is thickened to resist impact,
configured to concentrate wave energy for generating electricity, and may
contain several rows of open cells thatcan absorb overtopping waves andbe
used for mariculture. Thebreakwater can form a dike to protect beaches or
wetlands from storm waves and provide a highway around congested traffic
areas ashore, or it may be expanded to create a barrier island. Where erosion
control cannot await completion of a permanent dike, a floating concrete
breakwater can be built and installed in a few weeks, then relocated as dike
building proceeds.

The actual cost ofsome laminated concrete pontoons produced in a
floating formwork is provided, from which the cost of floating or fixed
breakwaters can be estimated.

Introduction

Shoreline protection devices, new waste disposal sites, and alternate
energy sources are needed immediately. Constructing these separately bythe
usual methods is expensive. By combining them into one project and using
the construction method described here, all three objectives can be met for
less cost than beach preservation or waste management alone.

Background

In 1970, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company in Sunnyvale,
California, proposed to encapsulate San Francisco's waste in laminated
ferrocement boxes and sink them offshore. The boxes were to be 80 feet
long, 40 feet wide, and 25 feet high with a capacity of80,000 feet3. A nearby
ferrocement company quoted a price of$14,450 for each box, in lots of260
units. This represented $0.18/ft* of enclosed space or 51.17/ft2 of wall area.
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Encapsulating waste for 18 cents/ft3 was considered economically attractive,
but the Lockheed proposal lost out to a landfill operator and the company
abandoned the project.

Landfill sites are no longer cheap or plentiful, so it is time to
reconsider the encapsulating concept. Instead of sinking the boxes in deep
water, they could be sunk in a row offshore to form a breakwater with their
seaward face strengthened and configured to concentrate wave energy for
generating electricity. The concept is environmentally acceptable because
laminated ferrocement is impermeableto water and can incorporate barriers
to prevent escape of any gas or liquid emanating from toxic or nuclear wastes.
The mortar in ferrocement can have a high pozzolanic content and a low
water/cement ratio to provide long-term durability. The Romans used
pozzolanic mortars in harbor works that have resisted seawater for over 2000
years. Ferrocement can deflect much more than conventional concrete without
opening cracks, and this ductility makes it suitable forearthquake-prone areas.
If any leaks do occur, the tops of the containers can be removed and the
contents relocated.

Ferrocement is defined by the American Concrete Institute as"a form
of reinforced concrete using closely spaced multiple layers of mesh and/or
small diameter rods completely infiltrated with mortar" (ACI, 1988). It has
been used for boat hulls since it was first developed in 1848 and is known to
most civil engineering students as a material for concrete canoes. The
material is widely used for tanks, silos, housing, and boats in countries where
labor is cheap. Thousands of ferrocement boats arc built annually in China,
from small river craft to ships carrying 500 passengers (Wang, 1981).
Ferrocement was used for large roof spans in the Turin Exposition Hall, the
Rome Sports Palace, and several aerodromes (Nervi, 1956), but construction
methods were so labor-intensive that rising wages finally limited its use to
structures like the Sydney Opera House and the Amman Mosque where cost
was secondary. Mechanized laminating methods are now available that
eliminate most of the labor formerly required.

When marine structures arc built in a shipyard or graving dock,
expensive double forms are needed and the construction facility represents a
major investment that also limits size. Two or more inches of cover must be
included in the design to protect the reinforcing from corrosion, so concrete
structures are heavier and may cost more than their steel counterparts.
Laminating methods permit using a low-cost, single surface form, building
directly on the water without shipyard support, and decreasing weight with
corrosion-resistant ferrocement used alone or as a protective sheath on
conventional concrete. Enough boats, tanks, and pontoons have now been
built with the laminating processto show that costs can be less than half that
of counterparts in steel or cast-in-place concrete (Iorns, 1983).
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Two specific examples of laminated construction in floating formwork
can be cited. Twenty-six pontoons were built at the Port of Sacramento,
California, in 1965, each of which was 60 feet long, 6 feet wide, 3 feet deep,
weighed 12 tons, and sold for $1080, including overhead and profit. The
material in each unit cost$310 andthe average labor costwas$100. At 1990
prices, with ready-mix fine-aggregate concrete at $75/yd3, rebar at$500/ton,
welded wire fabric at$750/ton, and unskilled labor at$15/hour, the material
and labor cost for each such pontoon would be about $1200. The unit costs
would be$100 aton, $l.ll/ft3 ofvolume, $1.07/ft2 ofwall and deck area, and
$20/lineal foot of length. These pontoons were designed for the attachment
of finger piers to hold boats up to 60 feet in length and could serve as a
floating breakwater in relatively sheltered waters.

In 1970, a floating fuel dock was built for Chevron Oil Company and
installed in San Francisco Bay. Its pontoon was 80 feet long, 24 feet wide, 5
feet deep, weighed 118 tons, and sold for $12,400. Costs were $4950 for
material and $2710 for labor. At 1990 prices, the total cost for labor and
materials for such a pontoon would be about $15,000. Unit costs would be
$127/ton, 11.56/ft3, $3.07/ft2 ofhull and deck area, and $187.50/lineal foot
along its 24-foot width. This fuel dock was well-reinforced and could serve as
a design guide for larger floating breakwaters.

Materials

Any cement and fine aggregate meeting ASTM specifications canbe
used for laminating either ferrocement orconventionally-reinforced concrete.
High strength is achieved by keeping the water/cement ratio below 0.4 and
thecement/aggregate ratio above a level that completely fills all voids in the
aggregate. Several proprietary admixtures are available to lubricate the mix
for pumping.

Conventional ferrocement is usually reinforced with layers of welded
orwoven wire fabric tied to a framework of rods; the amount of reinforcing
is limited by the need to force mortar through the armature. In laminating,
the reinforcing is embedded after the mortar is in place, so any type or
concentration of reinforcing can be used. Service experience and laboratory
tests show that expanded metal and welded wire fabrics are the most
cost-effective reinforcing (Iorns and Watson, 1977).

Equipment

Several manufacturers make suitable spray equipment for the
production ofeither laminated concrete or ferrocement. The portable mortar
mixers and spray rigs used in the plastering trades are suitable for thin
ferrocement sections. Thicker sections are laminated with small-line wet-mix
shotcrete equipment. Massive sections may be built by filling a ferrocement
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form with concrete delivered by high-capacity concrete pumps.

Construction

Both fixed and floating breakwaters can be built with laminated
ferrocement or concrete and configured to collect wave energy. Floating
breakwaters cost less and are faster to build, but permanent breakwaters are
preferred wherever water depths permit. Laminating techniques in
combination with downward slipforming from a floating platform can now
produce large,concrete caissons, tanks,or massivegravitystructures anywhere
in the world and at any depth. This makes fixed breakwaters economically
feasible in depths previously considered unsuitable.

A slopingbeach with calm water is best for startingconstruction, but
the process can be adapted to any water frontage. Wakes of passing vessels
and wind waves of less than one foot can be tolerated without special
provisions. If building must take place in an exposed location, the method
described in Iorns (1990) for constructing and launching floating bridge or
airport modules through heavy surf can be used.

Construction starts with the assembly of a waferboard form on the
water. A polyethylene film on the outside keeps water out and another film
inside facilitates release and recovery of the form materials. The materials
and labor total slightly less than $l/ft2, in place. A layer of ferrocement
costing $l/ft2 is then laminated onto the form to create acorrosion-resistant,
watertight sheath for the main structure. Layers of fine-grain concrete and
welded wire fabric or rebar mat are now built up to design thickness. At
20-city average prices reported by the Engineering News Record in 1990,each
inch of added thickness costs 20 cents/ft2 for the concrete, and between $1
and $2 for the included reinforcing, depending on its type and amount.

Configurations

Figure 1 is a slightly modified version of an existing wave
power-extracting caisson breakwater module being evaluated at Sakata Port
in Japan (Goda, 1989). The breakwater is 80 feet from front to back and 88
feet high. Each module is 65 feet wide. The wall area of the module is
approximately 36,000 ft2 and the volume is 450,000 ft3, ofwhich about 350,000
ft can be used for waste. The same construction system developed for the
Lockheed boxes can be used, but the $1.17/ft2 cost of wall area must be
raised to $3 to allow for price increases since 1970 and for strengthening of
the seaward face. Thus adjusted, the breakwater module in FJg. 1would cost
about $180,000 or $2,800/lineal foot and 40 cents/ft3 ofw^te capacity. This
does not include the skirt options that are designed to prevent wave scour
from undermining the structure. They can be built as integral parts of the
module or laminated separately in a floating form and deployed as needed.
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Mariculture pensareshown in Fig. 2,but their design and placement
may varywidely. Where prevailing wave conditions do not justify recovering
wave energy, the pens may be placed seaward of the breakwater. Otherwise,
the pens may be placed as shown behind the energy collectors to trap
overtopping storm waves. The pens add very little to the cost of the
breakwater, but greatly increase its base area and stability.

According to Hagerman (1990), two wave power plants were built in
Norway to compare the resonating oscillating water column concept with a
tapered channel arrangement that causes waves to overflow into a reservoir.
A low-head turbine is actuated by the outflow from the reservoir. Both
systems produced electricity, but the oscillating water column plant was
destroyed in a violent storm. The tapered channel plant has now been
operating for over five years and similar projects are underway in Indonesia
and Australia. The cost of all these projects might be substantially reduced
with laminated concrete.

Floating Breakwater

Now that downward slipforming can place fixed breakwaters at low
cost in depths never previously thought possible, the need for floating
breakwaters is diminished. Their chief use will be to provide emergency
erosion control or a temporary shelter for starting a fixed breakwater or some
other large structure. When required, they can be produced rapidly in any
length, width, or molded depth by the horizontal slipforming methods
developed for floating bridges and airports (Iorns, 1990). Their design and
construction present no problem but mooring them may.

Mooring

Massive plough- orclaw-type reinforced concrete anchors cancontain
buoyancy compartments that are flooded to place them orinjected with air to
retrieve them. They can be built on-site in floating forms and installed
without divers or heavy equipment.

Conclusion

A technologyis now available which permitseconomicalconstruction
of fixed or floating breakwaters anywhere in the world with portable
equipment operated byunskilled, local labor. The breakwaters can have any
length, width, ordepth and can beballasted with dredge spoils ortoxic waste.
Their seaward face can be configured to provide for mariculture or to
concentrate waveenergy for generating electricity. They may alsobe used to
halt beach erosion and support anoffshore highway for bypassing congested
traffic on shore.
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Assessment of Offshore Sand Bodies for Coastal Projects

T. John Rowland

Minerals Management Service

Abstract

The U.S. Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico continental shelves contain
large surficial sand bodies. Resources contained in these sand bodies could
be available for regional metropolitan construction and coastal beach
nourishment projects. An assessment is required before utilization of the
offshore sand bodiescanoccur. Suchan assessment canbe viewed generally
as comprised of five major, dependent areas: geological; engineering;
environmental; multiple-use; and economic. Geological assessment consists
of geochemical, geophysical, sedimentary pctrological, and geomorphic
subareas. This paper discusses some of the fundamental concepts for
geological assessment.

Introduction

Occurring as shoals, deltas, relict beach ridges, and buried channel
deposits, offshoresand bodies represent potential sources of sandfor avariety
of coastal needs. Coastal development coupled with coastal erosion has had
escalating impacts on many coastal areas. Consequently, coastal planning is
receiving more attention from scientists, planners, and the public (Culliton et
al., 1990). More research is being focused on the causes and processes of
coastal erosion, as well as on protective measures. Beach replenishment and
protection projects, and the construction industries of cities such as Boston,
Norfolk, New York, and Houston, require large volumes of quality sand.

One method to combat coastal erosion is beach nourishment,
especially for relatively small areas of ecological or commercial value.
Nourishment is one of a variety of methods used to abate, at least
temporarily, coastal erosion. This approach is not a permanent solution and
it generally requires periodic rcapplication to maintain planned objectives.
Reapplication schedules are site-specific and their frequencies can range from
annual to decadal. Beach nourishment projects require large amounts of
economically attainable sand. Such sand must be available in large volumes,
meet rather exact sedimentary pctrological criteria (Williams, 1987), and be
available in environmentally safe areas.

Recently, Ocean City and the State of Maryland sponsored a beach
nourishment project for Ocean City. The project was designed for beach
replenishment and hurricane protection. Utilizing a portion of a linear shoal
in state waters, the project substantially extended the width of the shoreface
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and beach. A restoration project in Miami Beach involved over 16 million
yard of sand and extended over a period of seven years to create more than
10 miles of new recreational beach. Significant successful beach
replenishment projects have been completed in Florida,New Jersey, and other
areas. The Minerals Management Service of the U.S. Department of the
Interior, through a Gulf of Mexico Federal-State Task Force with Louisiana,
Texas, Mississippi, and Alabama, is currently evaluating the potential of a
large shoal off Louisiana as a source of beach replenishment sand for the Isles
Dernieres, a barrier island chain experiencingrapid erosion.

In view of land use pressures, environmental concerns, and depletion
of onshore deposits, marine sand bodies offer an alternative to onshore
sources for commercial projects. Marine sand has long been utilized by the
construction industries of Japan and the United Kingdom. Since 1955, over
300 million tons of marine sand havebeen supplied in the United Kingdom.
Marine sand from the North Sea used in Great Britain meets a wide variety
of industry concrete specifications (BACMI, 1987).

Geological Setting

The Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic continental shelves are submerged
regions of low relief, sloping seaward to a shelf-break zone. Shelf sediments
are generally derived from fluvial, barrier island, and residual relict or
reworked sources. Modern processes include Holocene sea level changes,
wind-wave currents, and long-shore and tidal currents that operate as the
shoreface retreats in response to the transgressing sea and sediment budget.

Northeast of Long Island, New York, extensive sand deposits arc
associated with marine processes linked to and following Pleistocene
glaciation. Between Long Island and Cape Lookout, North Carolina,
fluvioglacial sources contributed enormous volumes of sediments to the shelf.
South of North Carolina, sands arc generally derived from Piedmont fluvial
input and erosion of Tertiary shelf outcrops.

Offshore between Long Island and southern Florida, barrier islands
dominate the coast, while the shelf possesses a great number of linear shoals.
Shoals are abundant in water depths less than 200 feet, with most shoals
located in water depths less than 100 feet. Shoals are linear but are arcuate
nearer inlets and capes (Williams, 1986). Most shoals are oriented diagonally
(20° to 30°) to the coast, but a great number arealigned parallel to the coast
(Duane et al., 1972). Shoals off New England probably represent relict
features maintained by tidal processes. Shoals composed of transgressive
Holocene sands overlie late Pleistocene and early Holocene transgressive
sediments.
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Gulf of Mexico continental shelf sediments off Texas, Louisiana, and
Mississippi are products of deltaic sedimentation since the late Mcso/oic.
Heavy sediment discharge from the Mississippi River coupled with shelf
processes and sea-level fluctuations during the Quaternary represent the
principal factors accounting for the character of the northern portion of the
Gulf of Mexico shelf. Modern sediments in the region are composed of
material from abandoned deltas, remnants of ancient barrier islands, and
sediments discharged from the Mississippi. Sand bodies include shoals, relict
deltas, channels, buried beaches, and submerged barrier islands. Sixty-nine
sand resource targets offshore Louisiana were identified using data from
research programs at the Louisiana Geological Survey,in cooperationwith the
U.S. Geological Survey,the Minerals Management Service, and the Louisiana
Department of Natural Resources(John et al., 1989). Other sandbodies have
been identified offshore of Texas, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida.

Assessment

Assessment of a sand body as a resource incorporates five major but
interdependent areas: geological; engineering; environmental; multiple-use;
and economic. Generally, a geologic assessment is initiated first to provide
basic data and information necessary for the other areas. The dimensions,
extent, quality, and quantity of the deposit areestablished from the geological
assessment.

This paper examines some of the fundamental factors and methods
of geological assessment of an offshore sand deposit. This assessment canbe
divided into four major interrelated subareas of analysis: geochemical;
geophysical; pctrological; and geomorphic. Based on the geological
assessment,decisions canbe made concerning project feasibility or alternative
approachs.

Reconnaissance allows preliminary area delineation, details
bathymetry, and obtains surface samples and information concerning regional
oceanographic processes. Bathymetry distinguishes geomorphic features such
asshoals from the surrounding shelfsurface. Surface sampling consisting of
grab samples and shallow cores permits determination of surface tcxtural
characteristics. Such samples are usually small in volume and generally only
provide preliminary information about the bottom surface sediments.

Surface penetration by a grab sampler is usually less than 0.3 m in
unconsolidated sandy sediments and generally less than 2.0 m by most gravity
corers. Surface sampling plans arc generally based on grids but arc highly
variable and often project-specific. Based on bathymetric charts, shallow
seismic lines, and surface grab samples, vibracorcs verify seismic and
geological reconnaissance information. Vibracorcs provide representative
samples of the sand body with depth. Sampling grids for coring operations
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are variable but spacing between coring locations ranges from less than a
kilometer to a few kilometers. The deciding factor may include the amount
of known information and perceived deposit homogeneity.

Geochemical

Geochemical analysis determines the chemical constituents and their
concentrations in the water column, sediment, and interstitial fluids. Most
important is the detection ofpotentially hazardous materials. Certain heavy
metals could be present in an active or inactive state under specific
geochemical conditions. If these geochemical conditions change (eg. redox
potential), inactive heavy metal chemical species may change, become active,
and possibly enter the marine food chain. During sediment sampling, if
concentrations of clay or organics are encountered, a geochemical analysis,
usually including atomic absorption analysis, would be required of the water
column, clay fluids, fine-grained sediments, and organics. Heavy metals in
interstitial waters associated with clay and organic sediments have been
routinely detected by atomic absorption analysis in the part per million range.

Heavy metals at potentially hazardous (to the biota) concentrations
have been reported in sediments ofrivers, harbors, and bays. Sources ofthe
metals are industrial and sewage discharges, urban and highway runoff (Corps
of Engineers, 1987). An important consideration is the solubility of the
specific constituents. Soluble forms of certain elements and compounds are
available to the biological food chain. The potential ofa heavy metal as a
contaminant depends greatly on its form and availability rather than simply
the concentration in the sediment. Heavy metals may be stable in a slightly
soluble form in dredged material containing excessive sulfide. However,
application of the dry oxidized material may increase the solubility of the
heavy metal sulfides. Under oxidizing conditions, the pH level and heavy
metal hydroxyl and oxide formation are the governing factors ofsolubility of
heavy metals. Commonly occurring heavy metals include copper, chromium,
nickel, cadmium, boron, lead, mercury, zinc, and chromium.

Crucial to assessing dredged material is determination of the types
and amounts of contained contaminants. Over 90% of the total volume of
material dredged from U.S. Coastal waters is considered acceptable for
disposal via awide range ofdisposal alternatives. But, dredged material from
certain bays, lakes, and rivers may contain contaminants if the deposit is near
areas ofintensive agriculture or industrial operations. Such contaminants may
include heavy metals, sewage wastes, pesticides, or petroleum products (Corps
of Engineers, 1987). The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has
established limits for pollutants in water and sediments as well as guidelines
and standards for approved testing methods (USEPA, 1986).

Sedimentary Petrology
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A sedimentary petrology study provides data on the nature and
properties of the sediments and constituents. Offshore sands are
predominately quartz; other components include shells, carbonates, heavy
minerals, and feldspar minerals. Nearly all offshore sands contain at least
some species of the heavy minerals (specific gravities greater than 2.85).
Common heavy minerals found in the sands of the Atlantic shelf include
ilmenite, rutile, zircon, and monazite. Over 90 mineral species have been
identified inthe surficial sediments ofthe U.S. continental shelves. Although
most occur in small concentrations, many heavy minerals are present in
potentially economic concentrations (Grosz and Escowitz, 1983). Heavy
mineral deposits with economic potential have been described in offshore
Virginia waters (Berquist and Hobbs, 1988). Associated heavy minerals may
ultimately influence the feasibility of a sand mining project feasibility,
representing a potentially valuable co-product (Rowland, 1989).

Sedimentary penological analysis includes the statistical parameters
of the sediment size distribution, i.e. mean grain size, sorting, skewness, and
kurtosis. This analysis describes in quantitative terms the size distribution
parameters and is the basis for inferential analysis of the sediment. Most
sediments exhibit log-normal distributions, reflecting the natural environment,
although perfectly normal distributions are found on rare occasions.
Sediment size distributions are routinely obtained byrapid sediment analyzer
(RSA) systems which apply Stokes Law to fall velocity differentials of the
various sand particle sizes through water. Data are converted to phi
designations or millimeter equivalents, allowing calculation of statistical
parameters. Phi is defined as the negative logarithm to the base two of the
particle diameter. The phi designation scale is commonly used bygeologists
because of the log-normal sediment size distribution of natural sediments
(Folk, 1973). The phi scale reflects the sediment distribution (finer
distinctions in the smaller size categories) in amanner that is superior tothe
millimeter scale, especially for analysis of natural hydraulic processes.

Critical sediment statistical parameters are the mean and median
grain size, sorting, skewness, and kurtosis. Median grain size gives an
estimate of the average particle size and is used in the description of the
distribution. Mean grain size is an alternative measure of the average grain
size. Statistically, the median is based on ranked values of distribution not
taking into account the true values. The mean uses the actual values and is
generally a more sensitive measurement. Sorting is a measure of the
dispersion, an expression ofthe standard deviation from the mean. It provides
an indication of the transporting agent's ability to segregate load according to
size. Environments with efficient sorting include beaches and many uniform
regions of a continental shelf. Kurtosis is a statistical measure of the
peakedness of the size distribution curve and is related to sorting and
non-normality ofthe curve. A poorly-sorted sediment exhibits arelatively flat
particle size distribution, with no asymmetry. Skewness measures the
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asymmetry or non-normality of the distribution. Skewness may be either
positive or negative. Positive skewness indicates a greater relative abundance
of fine material in a distribution than would be expected in a normal
distribution; a negative skewness indicates a greater relative abundance of
coarser size material. Statistical analysis of sediment parameters enables
characterization ofthe sediments, sedimentary and geomorphic processes, and
ultimately the resource potential of the sand body.

Geophysical

Geophysical surveys of offshore sand bodies include high-resolution,
shallow, seismic profiling and side-scan sonography. Often, geophysical
surveys utilize two instrument systems: side- scan sonar and sub-bottom
profiler. Very accurate navigation and position-finding is crucial for
interpretation of the side-scan imagery and the high resolution profiles.
LORAN-C is the standard navigation system used in U.S. nearshore waters.
A PC with an appropriate microprocessor can supply thenecessary real- time
latitude and longitude, speed, and heading. Accurate navigation controls are
necessary to construct sidescan mosaics, to determine the scale of the sidescan
images, and to allow precise positioning.

Advanced side-scan sonar can produce almost planimetrically correct
images of the sea floor. Side scan systems are mounted in a "fish" towed
behind the ship. Transducers project an acoustic beam sideways to the sea
floor at an angle, rather than vertically down under the ship as in a
conventional depth recording. System resolution depends on factors such as
frequency; range varies with factors such as depth to the seafloor. Bottom
features such as shoals, sand waves, and channels are discernible byside-scan
sonar. Return signal strength is directly related to the bottom characteristics.
Strong images are a result of bottom bed forms orobjects oriented sothatthe
acoustic signal is reflected directly toward the transducer. Light areas result
from poor backscatter caused by absorption of the acoustic energy, by
fine-grained, softer sediments, or by shadow zones associated with bottom
relief.

Seismic reflection methods are employed to obtain sub-bottom,
high-resolution sediment profiles. An acoustic signal is generated that
penetrates the bottom sediment surface. Reflections of the acoustic pulse
transmitted to the seafloor are recorded and analyzed. Penetration of the
seafloor is determined by the frequency and energy level of the acoustic
source. High-resolution, shallow penetration systems are more appropriate
for sand body exploration and analysis, as better quality images are obtained
from materials and features on or near the seafloor surface. Sub-bottom
profile systems are generally composed of a multi-frequency transceiver, a
towfish carrying transducers and associated cables, and a recorder. Profiles
aregenerated witheither3.5,5.0, or7.0 kilohertz (kHz) frequencies. Another
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channel, often fixed at 200 kHz, provides accurate data for bottom tracking
and water depth. High-resolution, shallow seismic profiles provide
information about the nature and variations of the sediment, potential
obstructions (buried boulders or debris), faults, slumps, and the presence of
day or peat beds. Seismic data must be correlated with the vibracore
information. Dimensions of the sand body can thus be estimated and gross
volumes of the deposit calculated.

Geomorphic

Regional geomorphology may assume a determinant role in a
geologic assessment. Many shelf sand bodies are surficial features in water
depths less than 100 feet. Because of their depth and prominence on the
seafloor, such sand bodies may be an integral part ofthe processes shaping
the coastline. Geomorphic features may function as natural wave attenuation
structures. In some cases, particularly closer to shore, seafloor alteration can
result in increased wave energy transmitted by wave refraction. A possible
result could include accelerated coastal erosion and altered long-shore
transport processes. However, many shelf sand bodies are located offshore
at depths sufficient to negate problems associated with wave refraction.

Wave refraction occurs as waves from deeper open water transverse
depths less than about half their wavelength. Waves are transformed in
response to the seafloor. Transformation ultimately terminates as the wave
reaches the beach and releases energy. The first transformation is referred
to as refraction by decreasing depth. Waves approaching the coast at an angle
orient to the bottom contours as a result of wave refraction. Wave sections
reaching shallower water first advance more slowly than sections in deeper
water, as the wave bends to the shoreline. Refraction continues as long as the
bottom relief is present. Waves focus toward the shallower regions; energy
in those areas increases. The opposite effect is exhibited in deeper water
regions where waves diverge and energy is minimized. Refraction effects
depend on the angle of mcidence of the incoming waves. Small angle changes
may cause significant changes in wave intensity at certain points along acoast
and may accelerate unanticipated shoreface changes.

From a physical perspective, sand bodies located a distance offshore
may be better candidates for use than similar bodies nearer shore. Computer
models can analyze the relational impact seabed morphology changes would
have on local wave and currents. Computer models assess amounts and
geometric patterns of sand removal such that any removal can beundertaken
in an environmentally responsible manner. Many offshore sand deposits are
of such enormous volume that one deposit could theoretically supply many
times the volume ofmaterial needed for ahost ofcoastal projects.

Summary
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The U.S. continental shelves have numerous surficial sand bodies.
Classification of these bodies incorporates linear shoals, arcuate shoals, relict
and buried channels, remnants of barrier islands, and former deltas. With
depletion of onshore sand resources and the increasing demand for large
volumes of acceptable quality sand, these offshore deposits are a potential
alternative to diminishing terrestrial sources. Offshore sand can be used for
beach nourishment projects, especially in environmentally or economically
important coastal areas. Metropolitan areas located near the coast could also
utilize offshore sand for the local construction industries.

An assessment of an offshore sand deposit must be conducted before
development of the deposit can proceed. This assessment will consist of five
fundamental areas: geological; engineering; environmental; multiple-use; and
economic. The geological assessment furnishes crucial input to other areas
of the assessment and includes geochemical, geophysical, petrological, and
geomorphic studies.

* Geochemical analysis characterizes the deposit's chemical environment.
The presenceor potential for certain chemical conditions and constitutents is
determined. Contaminants such as heavy metals, residue from industrial
wastes, orpesticides can bedealt with in an effective and environmentally safe
manner.

* Geophysical assessment develops information concerning the properties,
variations, homogeneity, and extent of the sand body.

* Sedimentary pctrological assessment is fundamental to the geological
assessment. Petrology contributes basic statistical data and analysis of the
nature and properties of the seabed material. Critical measurements include
sediment sizedistribution parameters, heavy minerals, andassociated sediment
constituents such as shell fragments, silt, and clay.

* Geomorphic assessment is conducted to determine the nature of the
regional shelf proccssses. By applying information on the processes and
geomorphology to simulation modelling, possible methods or options can be
formulated to utilize the sand deposit in an environmentally-sound manner.
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PhysicalModel Testing of Harbor Improvements at Olcott Harbor, NewYork

Robert R. Bottin, Jr.,
U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station

Introduction

Olcott Harbor is located on the southern shore of Lake Ontario
(Figure 1) at the mouth of Eighteenmile Creek. It is a small hamlet in
Niagara County in the town of Newfane, NewYork, situated about 18 miles
eastof the mouth of the Niagara River. Eighteenmile Creek is about14miles
long and drains an area of approximately 85 mi2.

The existing federal navigation project at Olcott Harbor was
authorized by the Rivers and Harbor Act of 1913 and provides for parallel
jetties at the creek mouth located 200 ft apart. The east and westjetties are
850 and 873 ft long with crest elevations (el) of6 and 7 ft, respectively. They
are concrete-capped, vertical sheet-pile structures. The project also includes
a 12'-deep, 140'-wide entrance channel extending lakeward from the
shoreward ends of the jetties to the -12 ft contour in Lake Ontario.

OlcottHarbor hasbeen fully developed withboatdocks and facilities
on bothbanks of the creek. The harbor has a mooring capacity of 134 vessels
and can accommodate boats upto68 ft inlength. Major economic activity in
Olcott is centered in commercial business enterprises, especially
marine-related businesses. Krull Park, a 329-acre county park, is situated
about l^OO ft east of the harbor entrance. It provides recreational facilities
for swimming and picnicking.

During storms with winds from the northerly quadrant, waves
enteringbetween the jetties are reflectedback into the entrancechannel. This
situation, combined with waves overtopping the jetties, results in extremely
rough conditions in the harbor entrance. Local residents report that boating
in the entrance channel is frequently more difficult than in the open lake.
This situation is particularly dangerous for transient vessels seeking refuge
during storms. Also, due to a crowded harbor, visiting craft have difficulty
finding mooringspace.

The harbor is exposed to northerly storms. Waves entering between
the jetties cause vessels to break loose from their moorings, resulting in
damage to themselves, other boats which they strike, and harbor facilities.
Individual storm damages have exceeded $20,000 (U.S. Army Engineer
District, Buffalo, 1978). A regional analysis of boating needs onLake Ontario
and in Niagara County indicates an immediate need for more than 500
additional berths for permanently based vessels at Olcott Harbor and a
demand for an additional 300 moorings by 1996.
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The Coastal Engineering ResearchCenter (CERC) of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers conducted a physical modelinvestigation of OlcottHarbor
to study wave, current, creek flow, and shoaling conditions for the existing
harbor configuration, and to determine the optimum improvement plan that
would provide adequate protection at minimalcosts (Bottin and Acuff, 1990).
Tests were conducted to determine the impact of the proposed improvements
on current patterns and temperature conditions as creek waters move into
Lake Ontario (Bottin, 1990).

The Model and Test Conditions

The model was constructed to an undistorted linear scale of 1:60

(modehprototype) and operated in accordance with Froude's model law
(Stevens et al., 1942). It reproduced approximately 7,000 ft of the New York
shorelineof LakeOntario andincluded the existing harborentranceand lower
3,000 ft of Eighteenmile Creek (Figure 2). Underwater bathymetry was
reproduced in Lake Ontario to an offshore depth of -24 ft low water datum
(lwd) with a sloping transition to the wave generator pitel of -60 ft. The total
area reproduced in the model was approximately 13,930 ft2, representing
about 1.8 mi in the prototype.

Model spectral test waves with peak periods ranging from 5.7 - 7.4
seconds and significant heightsranging from 4.0 -11.0 ft were reproduced by
an 80'-long, unidirectional spectral wave generator from five test directions.
Resistance-type wave gauges and an automated data acquisition and control
system were used to obtain wave height data at selected locations in the
model, and a coal tracer material was used to indicate the qualitative
movement of sediment on the shorelines adjacent to the harbor entrance. A
water circulation system reproduced steady-state flows through the creek
channel and harbor area that corresponded to selected prototype creek
discharges (1,500 - 5,100 cfs). To study temperature distributions in the
harbor,heated water was introducedinto the creek to represent discharges for
the spring and fall seasons and temperatures at various locations were
recorded with thermistor probes during the tests. Still-water levels of +2.8
and +4.0 ft lwd were selected for use during most model tests. The lower
value was used in conjunction with test waves that occur during the fall and
winter seasons; the higher value was used with test waves that occur during
the spring andsummerseasons. The design lake levels selected areequivalent
to the 10-year frequency annual meanlake level for the particular season plus
a short-period peak rise having a 1-yr recurrence interval.

Tests and Results

Prior to testingvarious improvement plans, comprehensive tests were
conducted for existing conditions to establish a baseline from which to
evaluate various breakwater plans. Results of wave height tests for existing
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conditions indicated rough and turbulent wave conditions in the entrance.
Wave heights up to 65 ft were measured in the entrance under boating season
conditions. Visual observations revealed very confused wave patterns between
the jetties due to reflection from the vertical wall structures. Tracer tests
indicated that sediment will move easterly or westerly along the shorelines on
each side of the harbor entrance depending on the direction of wave
approach. Tracer material was not deposited in the jettied entrance under any
of the wave conditions tested. Water surface elevation tests for existing
conditions revealed that the maximum rise in elevation would be only 0.24 ft
for the 100-yr creek discharge (5,100 cfs), and that maximum current velocities
in the lower reaches of the creek would be 3.5 fps for this extreme event.

Tests were conducted for 23 test plan variations of two basic harbor
configurations. One configuration provided a mooring area to the east of the
existing entrance. The second configuration provided mooring areas on both
the east and west sides of the existing entrance. Variations consisted of
changes in the lengths and crest elevations of the proposed breakwaters. For
an improvement plan to be acceptable, maximum wave heights were not to
exceed 3.0 ft in the proposed entrance, or 1.0 ft in the proposed mooring
areas, for wave conditions occurring during the boating season (spring,
summer, and fall).

The first harbor configuration consisted of a detached l,100'-long
dogleg west breakwater (elevation +153 ft), a l,650'-long detached east
breakwater (elevation +16.2 ft), a 340'-long east spur breakwater (elevation
+12.7 ft), and channel dredging (elevation -12 ft to -9 ft). Tests revealed that
wave heights in the entrance and mooring areas were well within the
established criteria for boating season wave conditions. As a result of the
model tests, the east and west breakwaters were reduced to +14.5 ft in
elevation, the length of the east breakwater was reduced by 125 ft (removed
from the shoreward end of the structure), and the length of the west
breakwater was reduced by 350 ft (50 ft removed from the lakeward end and
300 ft from the shoreward end of the structure). This configuration is shown
in Figure 3.

Based on test results for the first harbor configuration, the detached
east and west breakwaters of the second configuration were reduced to
elevations of +14.5 ft and the east breakwater length was reduced by 125 ft.
The plan consisted of a detached l,570'-long dogleg west breakwater, a
270'-long west spur breakwater, a l,525'-long detached east breakwater, a
340'- long east spur breakwater, and channel dredging. Tests indicated that
50 ft of breakwater length could be removed from the shoreward end of the
west breakwater (Figure 4) and acceptablewave conditions would be achieved
during the boating season. The opening between the attached and detached
west breakwaters resulted in minor shoaling in the mooring area in the
western portion of the harbor. However, installation of a sill between the
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structures, and extension of the attached breakwater, or a spur on the
attached structure, would alleviate this shoaling.

Model tests indicated that openings between the attached breakwater
spurs and the detached breakwaters will provide wave-induced current flow
through the harbor and should enhance circulation. Also, the construction of
the proposed harbor plans will have minimal impact on water surface
elevations and currentvelocities in the lowerreaches of Eighteenmile Creek.
Comparisons of existing conditions and the new breakwater plans revealed
similartrends in the entranceand lake with regard to temperature variations.
The movement of the creek plume into the lake and alongthe shorelineswas
similar on a regional basis and varied only slightly in a localized area at the
entrance.
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Figure 3. Optimum breakwater configuration with mooring area
east of the entrance.
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Figure 4. Optimum brealcwater configuration with mooring
on both sides of the entrance.
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